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A business enterprise provides goods or service to the public and in
return receives revenue. The excess of revenue over total cost is called profit,
This profit may be distributed to the owners of the enterprise or retained with-
in the business to produce profit in the future. This is the familiar model of
a business or private enterprise.
There are activities in the Federal Qovemment which operate much like
private enterprise. They sell merchandise and service to a group of patrons
and create a profit from the resulting revenue. These activities do not declare
dividends^ but instead furnish resource support to other activities of the
government out of their profits. This is an area of government that is little
known to the public*
One of the best examples of these profit producing and profit consuming
systems in the Federal Goveimment is the group of activities known as the mili-
tary nonappropriated fund activities of the Armed Forces,
Purpose and Scope of the Study
The purpose of this study is to describe the major profit systems in
military nonappropriated fund activities of the armed forces with particular
emphasis on the differences among the services, and to evaluate the impact of
these differences. This will be done by developing a general descriptive model

of nonappropriated fund activities and then describing the major profit system
activities of each service in particular.
The general descriptive model will not be complete in describing all
nonappropriated fund activities of the services. Rather, it will be limited to
providing a background and basis for the more detailed description of specific
activities later in the paper.
Hie description of specific activities will not include all the profit
system activities, but only the more important ones of the Arny, Navy, Air Force
and Marine Corps,
Limitations
The evaluation of systems will necessarily be general and subjective.
There is no adequate quantitative basis on which the systems of the various
services can be compared. There are two reasons for the inadequacy;
1, Ttje functions and areas of activity of the profit system activities
differ among the services, A profit producing activity in one service may be a
profit consuming activity in another, or a piK>fit consximing activity in one
sei^ce may be entirely outside the system as a self sustaining activity in
another service. These areas of inconsistency are pointed out in succeeding
chapters,
2. In the past, nonappropriated fund activities have been criticized
for competing with private enterprise. Officials of nonappropriated fund activ-
ities are dedicated and believe in the worth of their activities, therefore they
are understandably reluctant to discuss detailed financial data except at the
urging of highly placed authorities. Further, much of the information that would
be necessary for a quantitative comparison simply is not gathered or compiled in
the normal course of activity.

Organization of the Study
Chapter II of this study develops the general descriptive model of
nonappropriated funds in the military services. This chapter discusses the
general characteristics, history, and legal status of nonappropriated fund ac-
tivities in general, and describes the basic operation of profit system activ-
ities.
Chapter III discusses the major profit system activities of the Army
and the Air Force, These include the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, the
Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, and the Army and Air Force military
welfare funds. In describing these activities this chapter provides a point of
departure for the discussion of Navy and Marine Corps systems in subsequent
chapters.
Chapter IV discusses the Navy exchange system, ship's stores, and the
Navy recreation funds.
Chapter V discusses Marine Corps exchanges, the attendant Marine Corps
Exchange Service and Marine Corps Exchange Fund, and the recreation funds of
the Marine Corps.
Chapter VI evaluates the systems discussed in previous chapters by




NONAPPROPRIATED FUND ACTIVITIES: A GENERAL MODEL
What Are Nonappropriated Fund Activities?
There are formal definitions of nonappropriated fund activities provided
by each of the services.-^ These definitions and other provisions of regulations
suggest the following common characteristics of all nonappropx*iated fund activ-
ities:
1, All nonappropriated fxmd activities are operated for the benefit of
military or civilian personnel of the services.
2, They are supported at least in part by ftmds that are not appro-
priated by the Congress, hence the term "nonappropriated funds,"
3, They are not incorporated or chartered by any government, yet they
have a distinct legal status. Their legal status vdll be discussed later in
this chapter,
4, Their assets are property of the Federal Gtovemment, No individual
unit, or organization has a proprietary interest in the assets,
5» They derive their nonappropriated funds from the sade of merchandise
and service, or from dues and fees.
For example, see U.S., Ara?y, Nonappropriated Funds and Related Activ-
ities; General Policies, Army Regulations No. 230-5, July 18, 1956, para. 3
and changes. Referred to hereafter as AR 230-5 . This definition applies
specifically to the Army, but it is typical of all the services.

6, They operate with official sanction under command supenrision. In
this respect, they are functions of coaaiand, having derived their authority
either directly from the secretary of the seirvice or from authority delegated
down the chain of coninand from the secretary.
There is a wide diversity of nonappropriated fund activities in the
idlitary services. They include the familiar "P.X.," officers* club, noncozo-
Mitsioned officers* club, and recreation fund with which every ex-serviceman is
familiar, plus some which are not so familiar such as poet restaurants, book
stores, flying clubs, and a host of hobby and sporting clubs.
Generally, nonappropriated fund activities round out the military com-
munity where appropriated funds do not provide for the complete functions of a
nomal society. Frequently, this involves providing diversified wholesome out-
lets for the free time of the serviceman, but in some cases the nonappropriated
f\ind activity contributes more directly to military functions. For example,
exchanges (P.X.*s) provide basic items of necessity to the serviceman. Also,
the recreation program supported out of nonappropriated funds is usually a large
factor in the health and physical fitness of military personnel. As a result of
this overlapping into military areas, nonappropriated funds have a significant
role in the operations of the Armed Forces even though their volume does not
approach that of appropriated funds.
Nonappropriated funds and their activities^ can be classified on the
basis of the source and disposition of their funds:
^The terra "fund" is sometimes used interchangeebly with "activity".
Thus a recreation fund may denote not only a group of resources but the activ-
ities which the resources support just as the Fund for the Republic is an or-




1, Profit producing activities are intended to provide merchandise or
services and in so doing create a profit which is used to support profit con-
suming activities. This classification is synonymous with "revenue producing
funds" as officially recognized in the Army^ and the Air Force.^ The exchanges
are the giants within this classification, but it also includes Navy ship's
stores, the Arny and Air Force Motion Picture Service, book stores, restaurants,
and cafeterias,
2, Profit consuming activities receive support from the profit pro-
ducing activities. In scans cases, they may have substantial income producing
functions within them, but as a whole, they are not expected to produce profits.
Their general purpose is to provide free time recreation for military and civil-
ian personnel. There are two types of profit consuming activities: civilian
and military. Civilian activities receive support from such profit producing
activities as restaurants and cafeterias which are primarily intended for use by
civilians. The military activities are supported by the exchanges, ship's stores,
and the Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, Civilian profit consiiming
activities are called civilian welfare funds in all the services. Military profit
consuming activities are called welfare funds by the Army and Air Force, and
recreation funds by the Navy and Marine Corps,
3, Sundry activities are self supporting and financially independent of




^U.S., Air Force, Nonappropriated Funds; Nonappropriated Funds and
delated Activities . Air Force Regulation No. 176-1, Sept, 10, 1957 and changes.
sara, 2.

ducing and profit consuming fxmds are open to all military personnel, the ac-
tivities of sxindry funds may be limited to specific personnel, e.g., a noncom-
missioned officers* open xosss (NCC club) is available only to noncoamissioned
officers. The basis of participation may be rank, similarity of interests, or
simply the payTnent of dues or fees* In sonae cases, there may not be any limi-
tation on participation.
4. Unofficial activities are a large group of private associations or
public institutions which operate at military activities and are frequently
thou^t of and treated as nonappropriated fund activities. Occasionally, there
are activities such as wives' clubs that do not have official sanction or super-
vision but are accorded the privilege of operating on a military installation.
In other cases, there may be activities such as a bank or the Red Cross which
fulfill a function on an installation, but whose activities are not completely
under the control of the military service. These activities will not be con-
sidered in this paper because they have no bearing on the profit systems which
are the subject of the study.
The classification of activities outlined here is not intended to pro-
vide a perfect system of classification. This is not within the scope or purpose
of this paper. Rather, it is intended only to point out the importance of the
profit relationship to nonappropriated funds.
History
1^ history of nonappropriated funds in the military is largely the
history of the post exchanges and ship's stores. 5 Up to the late nineteenth
5por a detailed discussion of the history of nonappropriated funds in
the krwy see Paul J, Kovar, "Legal Aspects of Nonappropriated Fund Activities,"
Military Law Review. Department of the Army pamphlet 27-100-1 (Sept,, 1958),
pp. 95-136.

century, the needs of American military personnel were met by civilian private
entrepreneurs known as sutlers and post traders ashore or bumboaters at sea.
These private businessnen operated under varying degrees of official sanction
and regulation. Evidently, their services were not satisfactory, for Array units
on the frontier began to form cooperative stores known as canteens to take the
place of the traders. These cooperatives were officially recognized and organ-
ized into post exchanges in 1895 by order of the Secretary of War. In 1900 the
Marines established post exchanges in the Phillipines,^ and in 1909 the Naval
Appropriatiwi Act approved the establishment of ship's stores. ° Thus, by 1910
the pattern of the post exchange and the ship's store was established in all the
services. These sale activities provided merchandise and services to ndlitaiy
personnel at reasonable prices. Their line of merchandise was usually typical
of the general store of the day. Profits were distributed back to the personnel
who patronized the stores in the form of recreation and welfare programs for the
general good, I^ese activities were highly localized and in some instances were
even duplicated in the various xinits at a single post. Control and supervision
of the system was largely up to the individual ctxamander,
TMs system would not support the influx of personnel drawn into the
services for World War I, Such organizations as the Salvation Army and the
Y.M.C.A, filled the breach with canteens that provided organized recreation for
"John J, Ryan, Selling the Armed Forces Consumer Market (Washington, 1,0.:
Army Times Publishing Co., 1957), p. 37.
^Ibid.
%.S,, Navy, 'United States Naval Administration in World War II: Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts, Ship's Store Division" (an unpublished typewritten first
draft narrative prepared under general supervision of the Director of Naval
History, 19A5), p. 1.

th« troops and a cieasure of their n&tertal needs.^ The activities of these or>>
ganisations were coordinated by two President's Cc^nKiiissicms on Training Canp
Actlvitier., one for the Arragr and one for the Navy. Both ctMacdsoions were chaired
by Rayisond B. Fosdick, At the end of the war^ Mr. Fosdick recs^mended that the
activities which had been provided under his ccsaedssions should be continued
under the services themaelves.^^ The adoption of those recossmendations was the
first official recognition of the need for recreational facilities on a service-
wide basis and marked the beginning of appropriated fund aupp}ort of these activ-
ities.^^ Tht* was the basis for the current arrangement between the exclmnges
as the producers of profit and the recreation activities as the consumers.
During V«orld War 11^ both the exchanges and the recreation activities
were expanded to meet the requirements of mobilisation. Ihis expansion resulted
in changes in structure, departing from the traditional orientation of the
profit systeiB at the local cooaaand level, and was responsible for differences
in profit systems among the various services which will be explored at length in
this paper.
After World War II, the services' nonappropriated fund activities were
the subject of substantial interest by the public. Congress, and the Federal
Govemnaent. The bulk of this interest centered around the exchanges and their
cosipetiticm with private retail enterprise.
^For an interesting non-technical background description of these
activities in France see Marion Baldwin, Canteenjng Overseas (Hew Yorki The
KaaMillan Co., 1920).
^^eport to the CwEKandant of the Marine Corps by the Chairman of the
Ad Hoc Ccwmittee on Nonappropriated Fund Activities of the Marine Corps,
December 26, I96I (in the files of Headquarters United States 25arine Corps,
%'ashington, D.C.), Tab B, pp. 5-6.
11Ibid .. Tab B, p. 6.
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In 1949> the Philbin subcOTamittee of the House Armed Services Conmittee
investigated the exchanges. This investigation concluded that the exchanges
were in fact competing xmduly and unfairly with private enterprise. No legis-
lation resulted, but the Departn^nt of Defense came to an agreement with the
Committee on remedial action that resulted in the Armed Services Exchange Regu-
lations prescribed by the Secretary of Defense .-^^ xhese regulations made a
number of important restrictions on the operations of exchanges which now serve
as the CCTMBon basis for their operation in all the services. The most important
provisions were:
1, The patrons authorized to purchase from exchanges were clearly
defined, Procedui»es for identifying patrons were spelled out. ^ This was in-
tended to satisfy the complaint of private retailers that the exchanges were in
fact being used by a large p)atronage not connected with the military,
2, The merchandise and services authorized for sale were clearly spelled
out. Many items of merchandise were assigned a maximum invoices price, -^^
3. Systematic audits and inspections were prescribed, ^
4. Limitations were placed upon the use of appropriated funds to support
exchanges. Generally, nonappropriated funds were required to support all oper-
ations of the exchanges except the cost of real property and its normal mainten-
ance. Minimal military personnel paid from appropriated funds for supei^ision
%.S,, Congress, House, Subcommittee on Defense Activities of the
Committee on Armed Services, Report on Armed Services Exchanges (PX's), 1953 .
83d Cong., 1953, pp. 1-4.
^^U.S., Department of Defense, Armed Services Exchange Regulations
,
January, 1956, para. 2-110 - 2-304.
^^Ibid., para. 3-101 - 3-302.
^^Ibid
., para, 4-201 - 4-202.

uwere permitted,^" These limitations were intended partially to close the gap
between the prices charged in exchanges and those charged by civilian retailers*
The Armed Services Exchange Regulations have been revised and republished
since 1949, but their content and purpose remain substantially unchanged. They
are the common denominator of profit system nonappropriated fund activities in
all the services.
In 1953, civilian retailers represented by the National Retailers Feder-
ation complained again to Congress about the exchanges. This time the complaint
centered upon allegations that the services were not following the Armed Services
Exchange Regulations,^'
The Subcommittee on Defense Activities of the House Armed Services Com^
mittee looked into the charges. In essence^ the Subcommittee concluded that the
charges against the exchanges were based on isolated instances but were not in-
dicative of substantial violations. In making its findings, the Subcommittee
reinforced the need for exchanges both from the standpoint of providing necessary
merchandise and service to service personnel and from the standpoint of providing
iupport to other activities through profits. The Subcommittee recognized that
these activities would have to be supported by appropriated funds were it not for
profits from exchanges .-^^
The Coraraission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Grovemment
(second Hoover Commission) studied exchanges and other nonappropriated fund ac-
tivities in connection with its investigation of government business enterprises.
^
^Ibid .. para. 4~601 - 4-602.
•'•^Report on Armed Services Exchanges (PX's), 1953 . p. 5.
^%bid .. pp. 7-10.
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This study approached the problem with the basic philosophy that all government
business enterprises which could be replaced by private enterprise were un-
desirable. -^9 Further, the Coraraission seemed to believe that all costs of ex-
changes should be covered in the sale price of merchandise,^^ In this connection
the Comnission made these recommendations to Congress:
1. that the exchanges be limited to isolated areas where adequate
civilian facilities were not available,
2. that prices in exchanges be made adequate to cover all costs,
3. that items which were not necessities be eliminated from exchangee,
4* that no military personnel except supervisorypersonnel be used in
exchanges
,
5, that consideration be given to contracting out the operation of
exchanges, and
6, that the Comptroller General make a complete survey of exchanges. "^
These recommendations apparently fell on deaf ears in Congress, for there
is no indication of any action being taken on them. This is not surprising.
Most of the matters covered by the reccamcendations had been covered by the in-
vestigations of the House Armed Services Consoittee in 1949 and 1953, when they
were resolved to the Cwnmittee's satisfaction. Further, the Commissior^ inter-
pretation of the will of Congress was opposed to that expressed by the Subcommit-
•'•'U.S., Subcommittee on Business Enterprises, Committee on Business
Organization of the Department of Defense, Ccnsnission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of the GovemB«nt, Subcommittee Report on Business Enterprises
of the Department of Defense. June, 1955, p. 1.
%bid .. p, 46.
nJ.S., Commission on Organization of the I&cecutive Branch of the Govern-
»«nt. Business Enterprises
.
May, 1955, pp. 20-2.

II
tee on Defense Activities in the 1953 report.^''
The second Hoover Comnission also recoimnended to Congress that It look
into clarifying the legal status of nonappropriated fund activities and their
employees. ^3 This was a well founded recoraniendation, but there appears to have
been no action taken on it.
Legal Status
Nonappropriated fund activities are unquestionably instrumentalities of
the Federal Gtovemment and therefore are entitled to all the immunities accorded
the Federal Government under the Constitution. ** The simplicity of their status
ends there, however.
In contracts, opinion is divided as to whether the government or the non-
appropriated fund activity is the proper plaintiff in the event of breach by the
activity. *5 jjj torts, the most recent decisions seem to indicate "... that
nonappropriated fund activities, as separate and distinct entities, have no
liability to third parties for torts committed by their employees since suits
within the limits of the Federal Tort Claims Act may be filed against the United
States. "26
Report on Armed Services Exchanges (PX's). 1953 * pp. 8-10.
^Business Enterprises , pp. 22-6,
^Kovar, Military Law Review, p, 112, In addition to being an excellent
discussion of the history of Amy nonappropriated fund activities as previously
mentioned, this article is also a comprehensive discussion of the legal status




uFederal taxes as a general irule are not applicable to nonappropriated
fund activities. There are exceptionsto the rule, however. The Federal Manu-
facturers' Excise Tax and Federal Retailers' Excise Tax must be paid and col-
lected by exchanges because of specific language in the statute and the inter-
pretation of the Internal Revenue Service, Nonappropriated fund activities with
hold tram the wages of their employees for Federal income tax and for Social
Security, The all important Federal income tax on profits is, of coxirse, not
applicable to nonappropriated fund activities,^'
As a general rule, nonappropriated fund activities are exempt from state
taxation. The exceptions to this are few, and they are based upon specific
Federal legislation. State taxes may be levied on motor fuels sold in military
exchanges where the fuels are not for the exclusive use of the United States,
In some cases nonappropriated fund activities must withhold from employees wages
for state income taxes. °
In 1952, Congress passed an act which clarified somewhat the status of
employees of nonappropriated fund activities. This act provided that while such
employees were not considered to be employees of the United States for the purpose
of laws administered by the Civil Service Conmission or the provisions of the
Federal H^ployees Compensation Act, they would be covered by insurance or other-
wise with compensation for death or injury in a manner comparable to that provided
29by the laws of the state in which employed, '
27ibid., pp. 115-18.
2^Ibid,, pp, 118-21,





Generally, there is an exchange at every military installation. At the
larger installations there vd.ll be a number of branches and locations for either
general merchandise or special lines of merchandise or service. In some instances
where there are a number of installations concentrated in one area the exchange
operations may be centralized under one senior consnand. The exchange usually
resembles the large modem chain drugstore but there may be significant dif-
ferences.
The activities of the exchanges are limited by the restrictions of the
Armed Services Exchange Regulations. These regulations authorize the following
activities;
1. Retail store, for which permissible items and costs are outlined
in the regulations;
2. Soda fountain and snack bar;
3. Gasoline filling station;
4. Beer bar;
5. Automobile garage and service station;




10. Watch repair shop;
11. Tailor shop, including drycleaning and pressing;
12. Shoe repair shop;
13. Photographic studio;
14. Vending and amusement machines;
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15 • Ouoat and hostess houses;
16. Recreation roons;
17* Taxicab and bus services;
18. Hewsstandsi
19. Recreation and athletic facilities; and
20. Grocery section, when specifically authorised.^^
The regulations permit service activities to be operated by private concession-
aires under co«itract to the exchange, ^"^ I^rpically, such activities might be
beauty parlors, laundries, watch repair shops, and photographic studios.
Each service publishes its own regulations for exchanges. Tirpical3or,
Biaz^ of the activities which the Secretary of Defense authorized for exchanges
are reserved by the service for operation by other nonappropriated fund ac-
tivities which are either profit consuming or simdry type activities.
I^e list of merchandise which the exchanges may handle with the cost
limitations covers six pages of the Anoed Service Exchange Regulations. It
includes the general categories of candy and confections, beverages, tobacco and
accessories, toiletries and drugs, stationery and supplies, military clothing
and accessories, civilian clothing and accessories, jewelry, housewares and
aooessories, miscellaneous (thirty-five general and specific items), sports and
recreational equipaent and supplies, and automotive .^'^
Generally, every military installation has a motion picture theater as
well as an exchange. Motion pictures are regarded as essential ingredients of
30Armed Services Exchange Regulations > para. 3-101.
^
^Ibid .. para. 4-301.
^
^Ibid .. para. 3-201.
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th« free tin* progran of •aoh sorvice. In the Army and the Air Force « motion
picture theaters are operated as profit producing activities under the Araqr and
Air Force Motion Picture Service, whereas the Navy and Marine Corps operate their
motion picture theaters as part of their profit ooneuming recreati<»ml activities,
The exchanges and the Army and Air Force Motion Pictux^ Service are the
big profit producers, their profits are turned over to the profit-consuming
welfare and recreation funds on a centralized or local basis depending on the
service
.
Actually> ''profit" as it is used in this paper, is not the net profit
or net income of the private business enterprise. It oorresiponds to \mappro-
priated earnings in civilian business. The profit producers retain a portion
of their income from operations in the fona of capital improvesaents and appro-
priated reserves. The Army and Air Force actually call the distribution of fuivis
from the exchange and motion picture activities to their welfare funds *tlividencs ."
This term probably more nearly descxribes the paysaent in terms of private corporate
enterprise than "profit/'
The Profit Consumers
The sallltary welfare funds of the krmy and Air Force and the recreation
funds of the Navy and Marine Corps receive the profits from the profit producing
activities f and use these funds for their free tima progz^ms.
The \;^e of welfare and recreation funds is generally at the discretion
of the local c<»amander. Libraries, crafts and hobby facilities, music and enter-
tainment, service dubs^ day ro(»ns, bowling alleys, and other sports both partic-
ipative and spectator are typical amplications, kny activity contributing to





The Variations in Systems
One important variation between profit systems among the services, the
arrangement for motion pictures, has already been mentioned. There are other
important differences. First, there are differences in the organization of the
exchanges among the services which bear upon the total picture of the profit
system. Second, there are differences in the way profits are gathered and dis-
tributed to the profit-consuming activities. These differences are basic to the
description of the profit systems which is the objective of this paper. They
will be developed in detail in succeeding chapters.

CHAPTER III
THE ARMY AND AIR FORCE
The systems of the Army and Air Force are discussed together in this
chapter because they share the same profit producing activities, the Army and
Air Force Exchange Service and the Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service,
Also, their profit consuming activities, the military welfare funds, are quite
similar in organization and operation.
Because the krasy and Air Force together constitute the largest system
and because their profit producing activities most nearly approximate private
corporate enterprise, the systems of these seinrices are developed in this chapter
as a point of departure and as a basis for comparison in discussing the systems
of the Navy and Marine Corps in Chapters IV and V.
The Army and Air Force Exchange Service
The Army and Air Force Exchange Service fills the exchange role for both
the Army and the Air Force, It is one big business operating about 200 exchanges
throughout the world. It is the world's third largest retail merchandising
business. Sales for fiscal year 1963 will exceed $1 billion and profit will be
about $65 million,-^
^Interview with Mr, Rankin R, Boone, Washington Representative of the





At the top of the organisation of the Exchange 3Grvic« i& the Board of
Dlmotors, Anay and Air Force Exchange and Motion Picture Services. This body
2
serves for both the Exchange Service and the Motion Picture Service.
the members of the Board of Directors are appointed by the Secretary of
the ArBQT and the SecretazT* of the Air Force. Each service secretary appoints
three ^nural officers to the board: one each representing the comptrollership
function, the logistics and isaterlel function, and the personnel functic^i. Th9
chair rotates every three years between the cotaptroller osfi^ers of tha t%fo
services,
3
The Board of Directors serves a function similar to boards of directors
In private corporate enter]»>ise. It selects the Chief and Deputy Chief of the
Exchange Service; approves basic plans, policies, and prograiss; reviews and
approves annual financial plans; and makes periodic reviews of operations.^
Thou^ the Board of Directors are responsible to the Secretary of the Ansy and
the Secretaiy of the Air Force for these functions, the regulations which govern
the Board of Directors State:
The Chief, Ansy and Air Force Exchange Service and Chief, Anay
and Air Force Motion Picture Service functioning for and on
behalf of the Board of Directors, are charged with the prlmazy
responsibility for worldwide administration of their respective
activities .
5
%.S., Arny and Air Force, Boards ^ Coawlsslons. and CoBgdttees; Board
of Directors. Aray and Air Force LxchanKe and Motion Picture Services. Aroy
Hegulations No. 15-110, Air Force Regulation No. 147-1 > June 16, 1959 and
changes, para, 3.
^Ibld . . para, 2.




The Chief of the Exchange Service maintains headquarters in New York
City. FroM there he administers the Exchange Service in much the sanie manner as
the preaident or chief executive of a private corporate enterprise. He does this
through the staff of his headquarters, service centers, the coramand chain of
major coramanders and local commanders, and the exchange officers of the exchanges,
The exchange officers are responsible for the operation of the individual ex-
changes.
There is a high degree of centralized control of operations and policy-
making in the Exchange Service, Some of the stated objectives of the Exchange
Service have a direct bearing on this characteristic:
Adequate and substantially uniform exchange services to meet
the needs of the Army and the Air Force,
Reasonable profits as are determined necessary . , . for the
support of Army and Air Force welfare and recreational pro-
grams
.
Lowest possible prices substantially uniform worldwide.
Joint Service participation in the use of f\inds, inventory,
personnel, and facilities, and in the organization of operating
elements on a geographical basis.
Maximuro management efficiency through the application of modem
business methods, xmiform operational and fiscal controls, and
optimum use of combined resources.
Maximum coordination in the provision of procurement, ware-
housing, inventory control, and distribution services to avoid
uneconomical duplication of these activities,"
Highly centralized control in the Chief of the Exchange Service and his Head-
quarters are necessary to meet these objectives.
^,S., Army and Air Force, Exchange Service; General Policies . Army
Regulations No, 60-10, Air Force Regulation No. 147-7, Feb, 27, 1959 and changes,
para, 4. Hereafter referred to as AR 60-10 and AFR 147-7.
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The Chief of the Exchange Service formvilates broad policy and prescribes
procedures for budgeting, acco\inting, reporting, internal auditing, inventory
control, technical matters, personnel, procurement, and pricing. He also pre-
scribes profit objectives, conducts the public relations program, conducts in-
spections and audits, and operates a central insurance program.'
The United States is divided geographically into regions, each of which
is served by a service center. The centers provide "centralized fiscal ac-
counting, statistical, and record services for payment of invoices and payroll;
maintenance or records of accounts; preparation and distribution of financial
and statistical reports;"^ technical specialists; and coordination of civilian
personnel administration. These are the regional instruments for administering
the chief's control.
Major area conananders are responsible for achieving assigned profit ob-
jectives and assigning individual exchange profit objectives. They develop
financial plans and budgets, evaluate services, and make recommendations to the
Chief of the Exchange Service for exchanges within their commands. Overseas
najor commanders also provide the centralized service functions furnished by the
service centers in the United States.'
Exchange officers officially report to local installation or base com-
nanders. According to regulations, the installation or base coojmander is re-
sponsible for achieving service and profit objectives at his exchange. It is
"^Ibid., para. 9.
®Ibid,, para. 10,
^Ibid ., para, 11,
^
^bid ,, para. 12,
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not clear how this is to be accomplished since he is severely restricted in the
activities of the exchange, prices, and the disposition of revenue. As a prac-
tical matter, it appears that the local conraiander is limited to determining
within limitations the activities required for his exchange, providing space and
facilities, setting hours of operation, and overseeing general managerial effi-
ciency through the exchange officer.
Operations
The Chief of the Exchange Service has control over all the assets of the
Exchange Service .-^-^ One of the most important devices in controlling assets is
A centralized banking service for exchanges in the continental United States
which permits only limited disbursements on the local level. The great majority
of disbursements are made by the service centers. ^
Procurement of merchandise for resale is done on the local exchange
level but through price agreements negotiated by the headq\iarters , The head-
quarters itself purchases merchandise originating in the United States for over-
seas exchanges, -^
Inventory in local Army and Air Force exchanges is controlled through
two devices, budgetary limitations and prescribed stock lists. The budgetary
limitations take the form of "open to buy" balances derived from budgetary pro-
cedures,-^ Each exchange in the United States derives its basic stock list frosa
^-^Ibid., para. 9.b.(3).
•'•^Interview with Mr. Rankin R. Boone, Feb, 18, I963.
''^15. S., Army and Air Force, Exchange Service; Operating Policies , Army
Regulations Ro, 60-20, Air Force Regulation No. 147-14, Feb. 27, 1959 and changes,
para. 75. Hereafter referred to as AR 60-20 and AFR 147-14 .
•^
^Ibid .. para. 74.
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A doneetic exohanige stock list prescribed by the Chief of the Exchsnge Service.^^
Prices in ArsQr and Air Force exchanges are determined by retail aarki^
•chedules and set sale s^rloe directives pablished by the Chief of the Escchange
Service,^^
Budgetary control in the Exchange Service takes a nunaber of forms. The
annual financial plan is generated up through the entire service to iseet the
financial objectives of the B^hange Service.^7 '^'^is plan is closely coordinated
vith the requireasnts of the central welfare funds of the hrwir and Air Force, the
activities which receive the profits frcxn the Exchange Service. -^^
Monthly budgets are draim up at t}^ local exchange level to mset the
annual financial plan. These are closely related to the open to buy budgets
which are adsdnistered by the service centers to control purchases in local ex-
changes.^9
Capital budgets are drafted annually for the aquisition or replacement
of fixed assets. They are approved by the Chief of the Exchange Service and the
Board of Directors.20
Profit AocuESulation and Distribution




^Ibid .. para, 15.
^^nterview with Mr. Rankin H. Boone, Feb. 18, 1963.
^
^AR 60~aO and AFR 147-14. para. 16.
^^,i(^ .. para. 106.
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banking system and the regionally controlled accounting system at the head-
quarters in fulfillment of budgeted profit objectives. ^1 They are distributed
to the central welfare funds of the Anny and Air Force on a pro rata basis. "^
The basis of this distribution is the military personnel strength of the two
services computed on a "present for duty" count that measures the personnel
actually on duty at Army and Air Force installations. Currently, the An«y
receives about 55/K of the profits and the Air Force about U5%»^^
The Army and Air Force Motion
Picture Service
The Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service provides motion pictures
to all Arrey and Air Force installations. This is a vast operation. It includes
the display of films at 1785 sites, ranging frc»n 16 mm. films for small groups
at small installations to the operation of conventional theaters with hundreds of
seats showing 35 nm. films. '*^ Attendence at motion pictures shown by the Motion
Picture Service was S4.31 million in fiscal year 1962, ^^
As previously explained, the Motion Picture Service shares the ssune
board of directors with the Exchange Service, The organizations are similar in
^Interview with Mr, Rankin R, Boone, Feb. 18, 1963.
^
^AR 60-10 and AFR U7~7 , para. 18-19.
^^interviews with Lt. Col. Charles C, Helscher, USAF, Executive Secretary,
Air Force Welfare Board, March 8, 1963; and MaJ. Vaughn H. Baggerly, AGC, USA,
Special Services Branch, Adjutant General's Office, Feb. 25, I963.
2^U.S,, Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, "Theater Statistics,"
an unpublished paper from the files of the Army and Air Force Motion Picture
Service, Jan. 31, 1963, p. 1.
^^U.S., Army and Air Force Motion Picture Service, "Briefing - 1963,"
an unpublished paper from the files of the AruQT and Air Force Motion Picture
Service, 1963, chart No, 10.
At-
uother respects. The Motion Picture Service has the same sort of highly central-
ized policy acJministering and control apparatus centered in its headqiiarters in
Washington, D.C. It has a systeni of regional offices and depots which correspond
to the service centers of the Exchange Service, but in this case the regional
organization is largely a distributive instrument for films and equipnent. The
fiscal accounting and administrative functions are v/holly centered in the Wash-
ington headquarters,^"
If there is any difference between the degree of concentrated control
in the Motion Picture Service and the Exchange Service, the Motion Picture
Service appears to be theraore centralized. There are indications that the Board
of Directors take a greater part in policy making in the case of the Motion
Picture Service. 2/ Further, the nature of the operation dictates that there is
less opportunity for operations to be influenced on the local level in the Motion
Picture Service,
Operations
The headquarters of the Motion Picture Service contracts for films with
coinraercial film distributors . 2S i^ g^ doing, it sets the price which will be
charged for admission and the percentage of return to the distributor.^9 xhe
'^"Interview with Mr, Herbert Farmer, Comptroller, Army and Air Force
Motion Picture Service, March 1, 1963.
^"u.S., Army and Air Force, Welfare, Recreation, and Morale; Army and
Air Force Motion Picture Service . Army Regulations No. 2S-62, Air Force Regulation
No, 34-32, June 12, 1959 and changes, para. 4, Hereafter referred to as AR 28-62
and AFR 34-32 .
2%bid., para. 15.
29interview with >Ir. Herbert Farmer.
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films are supplied to the regional facilities of the Motion Picture Service
through the local distributive offices of the film distributor. The Motion
Picture Service then distribiites the films to its theaters according to sched-
ules made up on a regional basis,^^
The admission price for films is either twenty-five cents or forty cents,
depending on the Motion Picture Service's agreement with the conHiercial distri-
butor. Special authority must be gained from the Board of Directors to charge
higher admissions in special cases, 5-*-
There appears to be no budget system within the Motion Picture Service
extending out into the field. One is hardly necessary when the main function of
the service, the distribution of films, is handled on a centraliaed basis.
Major consnanders and installation coiraaanders have certain responsibil-
ities under the Motion Picture Service, but these are limited to coordination,
limiting patronage in accordance vdth regulations, and providing facilities,^^
Equipment peculiar to displaying films is procured and distributed by the Motion
Picture Service through its regional organization,^^
Gtross receipts in the Motion Picture Service have averaged about $20
million per year in recent years. No profit figures are available. The cost of
films in fiscal year 1962 was $8.77 million.^^
30"Briefing - 1963," p. 5.
^•^Interview with Mr, Herbert Farmer.
3^AR 28-62 and APR 3A-32 . para. 5-6.
33
"Briefing - 1963," pp. 4-5.
34interview with Mr. Herbert Farmer,
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Profits from the Motion Pictiire Service are distributed to the Army and
Air Force central welfare funds in exactly the same manner and on the same basis
as the Exchange Service,^"
Army and Air Force Welfare Funds
The welfare funds of the Army and the Air Force ai^ the consumers of the
profits of the Exchange Service and the Motion Picture Service. Welfare funds
are not part of an integrated system like the Exchange Service and the Motion
Picture Service, They comprise a number of separate entities existing at each
level of consnand, from the departmfentai level down to individual units of the
Army and Air Force, They are Joined by provisions of regulations and their
common source of funds at the top of the departmental structui^e, the central
welfare funds.
The Army Central Welfare Fiind and the Air Force Central Welfare Fund
receive the profits of the Exchange Service and the Motion Picture Service,
These activities and their counterparts on lower conaBand levels in both services
are quite similar. Therefore they will be discussed together, and where there
are differences between the services the differences will be pointed out.
The central welfare funds invest receipts from the Exchange Service and
Motion Picture Service in Federal Gtovernment securities and manage these port-
folios to maintain reserves for specified purposes and produce monthly distri-
butions for welfare funds at subordinate levels. In this respect the central
welfare funds are like banks or trusts holding funds and disbursing them period-
ically against established allocations.
The custodian of the Amgr's central fund has estimated that his fund
3
^AR 28-62 and AFR 34-32 , para. 25.
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realizes between $1 million and |1.5 million annually in interest income and
gains from trading,^6 Apparently, the Air Force Central Welfare Fund does not
trade for short term gain to the same extent as the Arny fund.
Distributions are made from both central funds on a per capita basis.
The rate of these distributions is subject to change, but customarily they have
remained stable over long periods. The Air Force rate (15.25 per man per quarter
in the continental United States, and $9«00 per man per quarter overseas) has
been in effect since 1960,^*^
Distributions are made from the central welfare funds down the chain of
CCTHnand throiigh a succession of funds. The Arngr identifies three levels of
8uboi*dinate funds: major command funds, central installation funds, and unit
funds. 3o The Air Force identifies four such levels: major air command funds,
subcommand funds, central base funds, and unit funds,
^°
There are no restrictions on the retention of funds at the intermediate
levels of the Army except that central installation funds may have to pay up to
$1,50 per man per quarter to unit funds. This is the maximtim allowed by regu-
lations. Major commanders may reduce this figure.^0
In the Air Force, major air command funds are required to make minimum
^"Interview with MaJ. Vaughn H, Baggerly, AGC, USA.
57u,s., Air Force, Nonappropriated Funds: Military Welfare Funds , Air
Force Regulation No. 176-2, June 5* 1959 and changes, attachment para. 1. Here-
after referred to as AFR 176-2
.
3°U.5., Army, Nonappropriated Funds and Related Activities: Nonappro-
priated Military VJelfare Funds , Army Regulations No. 230-10, June 4, 1958 and
changes, para. 3.
39afr 176-2 , para. 1.
^%nterview with MaJ, Vaughn H, Baggerly, AGC, USA.
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distributions to subordinate funds. These are $1.50 per man per quarter to
central base funds, $2,25 per man per quarter to isolated unit funds not sup-
ported by central base funds, and $3 •00 per man per quarter to reserve component
unit funds. ^-^ In practice, most major comraand funds distributed almost all of
the distribution received from the central fund.^^
There are provisions in the regulations of both services for major com-
mand and central welfare funds to recapture excess funds on lower levels if it
should be necessary. An official of the Army Central Welfare Fund has stated
that this has never been dons and probably will not be in the future. ^3 !nie Air
Force does not seem to be so reluctant to exercise this provision.
Local commanders have wide latitude in the use of welfare funds. Gen-
erally, they may be used toward any end that is within the purpose "... to
provide for the comfort, pleasure, and contentment of military personnel and
their dependents and to improve their spiritual, mental, and physical well-
being, ''^^ What restrictions there are do not seem to be important from the
standpoint of meeting this objective.
The bulk of the burden for we3J'are fund programs falls on the central
installation or base funds. Here the large recreation and athletic programs
take place and here the major recreational facilities such as service clubs,
libraries, bowling alleys, and swimming pools are operated. Unit funds support
fairly minor programs such as unit parties, decorating day rooms, and purchasing
special unit insignia.
^
^AFR 176-2 , attachment para. 1.
^^nterview with Lt. Col, Charles C. Helscher, USAF.
^3interview with Maj, Vaughn H. Baggerly, AGC, USA.
^U.S,, Air Force, Nonappropriated Funds; Nonappropriated Funds and




The regulations of both services permit welfare fund activities to
operate revenue producing activities only when it is necessary to cover unusually
high costs of operation. In actual practice, the Air Force seems to have a more
lenient attitude than the Army toward this type of activity.
There is no real system of budgeting to the departmental level for
welfare funds in the Air Force, A budgeting system has been tried in the past,
but it was found to be superfluous since subordinate funds seem to have no dif-
ficulty operating within the usual distribution rates, and the Exchange Service
and Motion Picture Service were able to support requirements adequately. Capi-
tal expenditures from nonappropriated welfare funds may be approved by major
air coimnanders for amounts up to $50,CX)0. Above this figure the expenditures
are approved by the Air Force Welfare Board on an ad hoc basis.^5
The Army welfare funds have a detailed budgeting system which calls for
the major command funds to assemble projected data for seventeen months in ad-
vance once a year. This data covers expected income and expense, projected net
irorth, and a breakdown of expected expenses. The major command funds must also
consider appropriated funds in this process and state how and in what amount
they will be used in the welfare program.^" This does not seem to have much
bearing on the distribution which the major command fund receives, therefore
It is difficult to see what purpose it serves other than providing general infor-
mation on how funds will be spent.
^5iriterview with Lt. Col, Charles C. Helscher, USAF.
^^U.S, Amy, Nonappropriated Funds and Related Activities; Nonappro-
priated Military Welfare Fund Program . Army Regulations No. 230-12, Dec. 17, 1959
and changes, para. 4*
u
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The regular monthly disbursements are not the only outlays from central
welfare funds. The subordinate funds may request special allocations, loans,
or grants for unprograamed or especially large requirements. The central wel-
fare funds maintain reserves for this purpose. The Air Force occasionally makes
special distributions to all subordinate welfare funds when receipts from the
Exchange Service and the Motion Picture Service exceed requirements ,^7
Summary
The profit systems of the Airmy and the Air Force have three important
elements, the Amgr and Air Force Exchange Service and the Army and Air Force
Motion Picture Service which are the profit producers; and the numerous funds
which are the profit consumers. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of profit and
financial relationships among these activities.
The Exchange Service and the Motion Picture Service are highly integrated
organizations t^t have most of the important control over buying, pricing,
policy, and procedures at the departmental level. Local ccxnmanders are served
by these services but have little real influence over their performance. The
operations of the Exchange and Motion Picture services are geared to the objec-
tives of providing uniformly low prices, uniform procedures, and an adequate
profit on an over-all basis.
The central welfare funds receive the profits of the profit producers
and act as a depository for the funds. Distribution to using welfare fund ac-
tivities is made on a substantially uniform per capita basis.







The Navy profit system of nonappropriated fund activities is composed
of three elements: Navy exchanges, ship's stores, and the recreation funds.
Navy Exchanges
The Navy exchange system is the one element of the Navy nonappropriated
fund profit system which is similar to the Army and Air Force, It has a similar
degree of centralized purchasing, pricing, and financial controls,
"nhiere are about 175 Navy exchanges. Sales in 1962, were about $294
million and profits about $21 million.^
Organization
Navy exchanges operate under the management control of the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts. The Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has
delegated responsibility for and control over Navy exchanges to the Commanding
Officer, Navy Ship's Store Office (NSSO).^ The Navy does not have a body with
^Interviews with Lt. N. E. McNeil, SC, USN, Navy Resale Division, Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts, Feb, 15 and March 8, 1963.
^U.5.^ Navy, Navy Exchange Manual ^ Navy Ship's Store Office, Bureau of




authority and responsibilities similar to the Board of Directors of the Army
and Air Force Exchange Service, Instead, it has a ccanmittee of Navy officers
and civilians which acts in a purely advisory capacity.
3
The Conananding Officer, Navy Ship's Store Office and the Navy Ship's
Store Office arc the Navy counterparts of the Chief, Army and Air Force Exchange
Service and his headquarters. The Navy Ship's Store Office has responsibilities
beyond Navy exchanges, as evidenced by the statement of its mission:
. . .
exercises, by delegated authority, management
control over Coitimissary Stores, Navy and Military
Sea Transport Service Exchanges, and technical
direction over Ship's Stores Afloat to ensure con-
tinuing solvency of the Navy Exchange system and
its components ,4
Commissary stores and Military Sea Transport Service exchanges arc outside the
scope of this paper.
Unlike the Array and Air Force Exchange Service, the mission of Navy
exchanges is oriented toward the individual exchange rather than the system as
a whole:
... an Exchange is to provide a convenient and
reliable source from which authorized patrons may
obtain, at the lov/est practicable cost, articles
and services required for their well-being and con-
tentment; to provide through, profits, a source of
funds to be used for the welfare and recreation of
naval personnel; and to promote the morale of the
command in vdaich it is established through the oper-
ation of a well-managed, attractive and serviceable
Exchange.
5
^Robert Stephen Blassic, "Business Budgeting and Practices: Their
Application and Use in the Navy Exchange System" (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Government, Business, and International Affairs, The George Washington
University, I96I), pp. 16-17.
%avy Exchange Manual , para. 1201.1.
5lbid,, para. 1311.

HIt is notewort)^ that the exchange itself is mentioned in this statement as a
factor in morale.
The Navy Ship»s Store Office controls Navy exchanges as a system, in
Kuch the same manner as the krmy and Air Force Exchange Service controls Amjy
and Air Force exchanges. There is a distinct difference, however, in the fact
that the Navy exchanges do not have a regional organization comparable to the
seirvice centers of the Army and Air Force, and that the Navy Ship's Store Office
controls more directly the activities of exchanges without the degree of major
and local command participation that occurs in the Ara^y and Air Force system.
There is a distinction between "management" and "military" control in the Navy
that is not present in the Army and the Air Force. Exchanges are under the
military control of major and local naval commanders, but they are under the
Management control of Navy Ship's Store Office. The concepts of these two types
of control apparently overlap in the case of exchanges, for regulations make
specific provision for a commander to report to the Chief of Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts when an exchange is not furnishing service consistent with its
mission," Regulations also provide for an exchange officer to report to the
Navy Ship's Store Office when command control jeopardizes the best interests of
the exchange.' As a practical matter, this distinction between military and
management control does not appear to effect the operations of exchanges seri-
ously.
Operations





Force exchanges for the purpose of this paper, therefore this section will only
describe differences where they exist.
Accounting and reporting are more centrally oriented in the Navy because
there are no service centers to handle these matters. There is a centralized
banking and accounting system which gives the Navy Ship's Store Office control
of financial operations.
Purchasing is controlled by the Navy Ship's Store Office through price
agreements with commercial distributors. These agreements are also the vehicle
for setting sale prices.^ In this respect, the Navy has a stated objective of
uniform prices similar to that in the Army and Air Force,' Navy exchanges are
permitted to buy from local sources not covered by price agreements when more
favorable prices can be found. In this case, selling price is established by
a prescribed pricing formula,^^
Inventory in Navy exchanges has the same sort of controls as in Army and
Air Force exchanges: budgetary control and control by item stock lists. Budg-
etary controls are called "open to buy" budgets just as in Anror and Air Force
exchanges. "Open to buy" budgets and their accompanying sales forecasts for each
exchange are approved by the Navy Ship's Store Office,-*^
Item stock lists in Navy Exchanges take the form of "never out" lists.
These lists prescribe certain items which will always be available in Navy ex-
changes.^^ They do not control quantity as such but aierely dictate that the




., para. a62.3. '
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^Ibid . . para. 4122-25; also for an analytical discussion of budgeting in




items are mandatory, "Never out" lists of the Navy are more general in desig-
nating items than are the basic list of the Amy and Air Force.
The salient difference between the Navy exchange system and the Army and
Air Force system is the difference in the financial status of individual ex-
changes. In the Army and Air Force, exchanges are financially part of a whole
system. Each exchange operates as a part of the system contributing to the
total sales, expense, and resulting profit. The headquarters of the Army and
Air Force Exchange Service is a part of that system and the expenses of operating
it are considered an expense of the whole.
In the Navy, each exchange is treated as an individual financial entity.
Each exchange operates within its own financial framework. The total system is
only brought together financially at the Navy Ship's Store Office for purposes
of working capital management. Each exchange contributes 3% of its average
monthly sales to the operation of the Navy Ship's Store Office to maintain a
reserve for capital expansion and equipment replacement and acquisition. This
assessment is treated as an expense item by the individual exchanges .^^
Accumulation and Distribution of Profit
Profits for each exchange are accumulated at the Navy Ship's Store Office
through the centralized accounting and banking system. They are distributed
jack to the recreation fund of the activity where the exchange is located after
ieduction of a contribution to the Navy Central Recreation Fund. This contri-
bution is based on a scale of average monthly sales ranging from 3% of sales for
exchanges with average monthly sales up to $10,000 to 13% of sales for exchanges
^ith average monthly sales over 1150,000."^^





Ship's stores are the seagoing exchanges of the Navy, They serve sub-
stantially the same purpose as exchanges, but the fact that they are aboard ship
limits their merchandise and sex-vice. There are about 800 ships with ship»8
stores. Their sales in fiscal year 1962 were approximately |49*6 million and
profits were about |5»3 million, -^5
Organization
Ship*s stores are not a system of stores, rather, each store is a part
of the supply department of the ship. It is operated by the supply officer under
regulations for the supply system. They actually handle issue clothing as well
as merchandise for resale, but there is no profit from clothing therefore it is
not within the scope of this paper.
Ship's stores are not subject to the Armed Services Exchange Regulations
though the regulations that cover them conform closely to the spirit of the
Armed Service Exchange Regulations in prescribing authorized patrons, merchandise,
and activities.
The Navy Ship's Store Office exercises technical supervision over ship's
stores, but this is a much more detached relationship than the management control
it exercises over exchange s,-^*^ The commanding officer of a ship has a large
amount of control over his ship's store.
Operation
Technically, ship's stores are not nonappropriated fund activities.
15interview with Lt. W. E. McNeil, SC, USN, March 8, I963.
•'-
"Navy Exchange Manual s para. 1201.1.
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Their merchandise and services are financed from appropriated funds, however
their profits are nonappropriated fimds.
Merchandise in ship's stores is part of the Navy Stock Fund Account •^'
It is paid for from the Navy Stock Fund and proceeds from its sale equal to its
cost go back into that fund in a manner similar to all sales from revolving
appropriated funds. The Navy Ship's Store Office does the necessaiy budgetary
work for the annual funding from the Navy Stock Fund for ship's stores, 18
Merchandise for ship's stores is procured through Navy supply channels
against contracts negotiated by the Navy Ship's Store Office and local supply
activities ashore. Individual ships arc permitted to go direct to ccHronercial
distributors only when normal sources cannot meet their needs, -^9 stocks of
merchandise in ship's stores may not exceed the value of expected sales for the
next three months, ^^
There is no limitation or mandatory formula for establishing retail
prices in ship's stores, ^1 The only important limitation in this respect is
that ship's stores are permitted to make only 1^% profit on sales, ^^
Each ship's store is assessed 1^^ of sales from its profit which goes
17
"^'U.S., Navy, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual , Vol. Ill: Supply
Afloat , Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1946 and changes, para. 39005,
l%avy Exchange Manual , para. 1201.2.




^Ibid ,, para. 23351.

to the Navy Ship*s Store Office,^ Two-thirds of this asscBsment (1^ of sales)
is retained in the Navy Ship's Store Office to defray administrative expenses
and to finance minor ship's store equipment. One-third of the deduction {^% of
sales) goes to the Bureau of Naval Personnel Central Recreation Fund. The
balance of the profits are available to the ship for its recreation fund.^
Acovonulation and Distribution of Profits
Financial transactions for ship's stores are handled through regular
Navy disbursing channels. Returns consisting of balance sheets and operating
statements are made up each quarter to compute the status of the store, ^5
Profits after deduction of the assessment of 1^^ on sales are conveyed directly
to the coanianding officer of the ship for the ship's recreation fund by the dis-
bursing officer as a result of these stateicents,*^
Navy Recreation Funds
Navy recreation funds receive the profits of Navy exchanges and ship's
stores. The Navy identifies four types of recreation funds j unit funds,
composite funds, c(x&mand funds, and the Bureau of Naval Personnel Central Rec-
reation Fund.27
Unit and ccaaposite funds are the large end users of profits from the
^3Ibid ., para. 39350.2.
2%nterview with Lt. N, E. McNeil, SC, USN, March 8, I963.
2%ureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual, para, 39410-11.
^^Ibid,. para. 39356.
^U.S., Navy, Special Services Manual. Bureau of Naval Personnel, 1954
and changes, para. 1120.
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exchanges and ship's stores. As previously mentioned, they receive the iresidue
of profits direct from the Navy Ship's Store Office, or the disbursing officer
in the case of ship's stores, after deductions for that office and the Central
Recreation Fund,
Unit and composite funds do not coexist at the same location. Unit
funds are the "... Recreation Funds of individual ships, stations, or other
independent activities,**^® A composite fund is ". . .a single Recreation Fund
intended to serve the need of several activities, grouped in reasonable prox-
imity, particularly where there exists only one set of basic recreational facil-
ities and/or one major source of revenue such as a Navy Exchange, "^9
The major portion of the recreation program is financed by the unit and
composite funds in the Navy, As in the Army and Air Force, conmianders have wide
latitude in using the funds. The main distinction between the krmy and Air Force
recreation activities and the Navy's activities is in regard to revenue pro-
ducing activities. Where the Army and Air Force prohibit the operation of revenue
producing activities by welfare funds except in unusual cases, the Navy's regu-
lations permit recreation funds to operate activities for revenue.
The Navy does not have a motion picture service filling the role as the
ArBpy and Air Force Motion Picture Service, theirefore the unit and composite funds
ashore in the United States operate their own motion picture theaters as local
activities. Admission to motion pictures may be free, or the motion picture
theater may operate as a revenue producing activity of the recreation fund at
the option of the local eoraraander. There is an arrangement whereby naval district




commandants provide booking service for Navy and Marine Corps activities within
their districts by contact with carjisercial motion picture distributors, but each
activity pay for these filmc out of its unit or composite recreation fund.^^
Command recreation funds exist at specified major naval commands such as
naval districts, air training commands, force commands, and area commands,^^
These funds receive no direct support from exchanges and ship's stores, there-
fore major commanders are authorized to assess unit and composite funds within
their commands,^^ Comraand funds exist ". , , for the purpose of facilitating
the equalization, distribution, and supervision of Unit and Composite Recreation
Funds .''-^^ Toward this end, they may make loans or grants for recreational
purposes with the command,34
As mentioned previously in this chapter, the Biireau of Naval Personnel
Central Recreation Fund is supported by regular contributions from the profits
of Navy exchanges and ship's stores. The Central Recreation Fund may also
receive funds by assessment on command, composite, and unit funds; or from the
recreation funds of deactivated activities,^^ Central Recreation Fund monies
are invested in Federal Governsient secxirities just as in the Amy and Air Force
central welfare fvmds, but income from investments apparently is not so important
in the case of the Navy,
30ibid,, para, 2320.










Th9 major application of funds from the Central Recreation Fund is
leasing l6R!in« motion picture films for free showing aboard ships and ashore at
Navy and Marine Coi^ps activities overseas.^"
This function has received soaw suppoi't from appropriated funds in the
past, but recently nonappropriated funds have taken over complete support,37
The Central Recreation Fund also makes grants and loans to coramand, composite^
and unit recreation funds and makes other expenditures "... for recreaticmal
projects and/or programs for the general benefit of naval personnel. "^^
There is no budgeting system through the chain of Navy recreation funds.
One is hardly needed. A qiiarterly report is generated up through the chain of
consaands which indicates the status of working capital in all recreation funds .39
This report is the basis for any assessments that might be levied by major com-
nands and the Bureau of Naval Personnel. It is the only instrument of financial
control over the subordinate recreation funds outside normal command relation-
ships ,
Summary
Figure 2 illustrates the flow of profits and financial relationships
among the major Navy nonappropriated fund activities.
The profit producing nonappropriated fund activities of the Navy are the
36ibid., para. 2210-70.
37interview with Mr. Gerald E. Brislin, Nonappropriated Fund Branch,
Bureau of Kaval Personnel, Feb. 15, 1963.
3Special Services Manual , para. 1540.





Navy exchanges and the ship's stores, Ravy exchangee differ only slightly in
organization and operation from kvmy and Air Force exchanges, having uniform
procedures and policies that are controlled and directed from the departmental
level. Navy exchanges, however, are individual financial entities. Their
profits flow back to the activities where the exchanges are located.
Ship's stores are a portion of the supply system rather than nonappro-
priated funds. They are not under the same central control as exchanges, Prof~
its from the ship's stores are nonappropriated funds. They are retained aboard
the ship where they are generated.
The central control agency over profit producing activities, the Navy
Ship's Store Office, is supported by assessments on the exchanges and ship's
stores based on sales.
The recreation funds are the consumers of the profits of Navy exchanges
and ship's stores. The most important consumers are the unit and composite
funds -vrfiich receive the bulk of the profits. Command recreation funds are
maintained by major commands. They are supported by assessments placed upon the
ttnit and composite funds of the command.
The Bureau of Naval Personnel Central Recreation Fund is supported by




The Marine Corps profit system in nonappropriated fund activities is the
least centralized and most locally oriented of all the services. It is made up
of a number of activities on two levels: the local level consisting of individ-
ual Marine Corps exchanges and local recreation funds, and on higher levels the
eomiaand recreation funds, the Marine Corps Exchange Service, the Marine Corps
Exchange Fund, and the Central Marine Corps Recreation Fund,
The local activities are the most important from the standpoint of
volume of profits and the execution of programs involving profits.
Marine Corps Exchanges
There are 44 Marine Corps exchanges. In 1962, their sales were $75.9
million and profits were $4.8 million. Exchanges at a few large installations
make the bulk of sales. Two of these installations were responsible for over
|25 million in sales in 1962.^
Organization
Marine Corps exchanges are spoken of as a system, but actually they are
•^Interview with Lt, Col, A, J, Assad, USMC, Officer in Charge, Marine




not a system in the same sense as Aray and Air Force exchanges and Navy exchanges,
"Their JMarine Corps exchanges operation is a coraroand responsibility, "^ In
this case, the term command refers to local c<»Rmand.
Marine Corps exchanges are established by individual local conanands
under authority granted by the Conunandant of the Marine Corps, The Commandant
of the Marine Corps retains a measure of control through his staff agency, the
Marine Corps Exchange Service, but this control is substantially the same as in
other military matters. The Commandant of the Marine Corps publishes regulations
for the operation of exchanges, but these are limited to implementing the Armed
Services Focchange Regulations, establishing a uniform accounting system, and
providing rather broad policy.
The mission of Marine Corps exchanges is stated as follows:
The primary purpose of Marine Corps exchanges is to
supply to military personnel articles and service
necessary for their health, comfort, and convenience
at reasonable prices.
The secondary purpose of Marine Corps exchanges is,
through reasonable profits, to provide recreation
funds.
3
These objectives arc interesting when compared with those of the other services
because there is no mention here of imiformity of prices. Also, the objectives
of service and profit are definitely assigned an order of importance heire.
The local commander in the Marine Corps is ",
. . responsible for the
general administration of the affairs of the exchange under his command," The
U.S., Marine Corps, Marine Corps Manual , Headquarters United States




^U.S,, Marine Corps, Marine Corps Exchange Manual , Headquarters United
States Marine Corps, Ju3y 23, 1962 and changes, para. 1301.
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commander appoints an exchange officer to actually operates the exchange. ^ Also,
the COTnnander appoints an exchange council which acts in an advisory capacity to
the cofflfflander in making policy and performs certain functions such as taking
physical inventories.^
Operations
Marine Corps exchanges operate veiy much like independent department
stores. In the United States, purchasing is done by the individual exchange.
Regulations provide only broad guidelines such as : "merchandise, equipaient,
and supplies will be procured without favoritism in the open market to best
advantage, Ohlj first quality merchandise of known acceptance will be purchasedi'7
No restrictions on source or cost are imposed outside those already prescribed
in the Armed Services Exchange Regulations, The price agreements published by
the Navy Ship's Store Office are reconmended to Marine Corps exchanges for infor-
mation and they may buy from them, but they are not mandatory.
Retail prices charged by Marine Corps exchanges are determined at the
discretion of the local exchange. Regulations provide only guidance in pricing:
"retail prices shall be established to best accomplish the mission of the exchange^
Essential items will be priced to generate the lowest gross profit, and less
essential items will be priced to generate higher gross profit.
"°









Regulations provide guidelines which are very general and basic, for eacample:
"purchases of seasonal merchandise will be planned sufficiently in advance to
provide for delivery of required initial stocks at the opening of the selling
season, "1^ VJhere regulations are specific they are also permissive.
Regulations do impose some minor restrictions on the handling of certain
items in exchanges, e.g., pornographic literatui^, but these are only common
sense. -^-^
Itie only substantial control over operations of local exchanges exercised
by the Corrsnandant of the Marine Corps is through the financial structure of the
exchanges. Regulations specify liberal limits for financial structure;
1. The ratio of current assets (less saving accounts) to total assets
(less savings accounts and investments) may not be less than 25% or more than
505^.
2, Total inventories may not be less than ^0% or more than 75% of
total assets (less savings accounts and investments),
3» The ratio of cash and accounts receivable to current liabilities
(acid-test ratio) may not be less than 100^.
4. Reserve for contingencies may not exceed 10^ of actual total in-
ventories at cost price,
5« The reserve for equipment and improvements may not exceed 25% of the
total original cost of all property less the cost of structure 8,-^2





Accumulation and Distribution of Profit
Profits are accumulated and distributed directly to the local recreation
fund by the exchange itself. All profits that have not been appropriated to a
13
reserve or capitalized must be distributed, ^
The Marine Corps Exchange Service
The Marine Corps Exchange Service is the staff element of Headquarters
Marine Corps that deals with Marine Corps exchanges. Its officer in charge
reports to the Quartermaster General who in turn is responsible to the Commandant
of the Marine Corps. •^'•^ In its staff capacity, the Marine Corps Exchange Service
maintains the regulations for Marine Corps exchanges, reviews inventories, makes
staff visits and inspections, and budgets for the Marine Corps Exchange Fund,"^5
Hie Marine Corps Exchange Fund is the nonappropriated fund financial
entity of the Marine Corps Exchange Service, The officer in charge of the
Exchange Service is its custodian. The Exchange F\ind supports the activities
of the Exchange Service and provides funds to the Central Marine Corps Recre-
ation Fimd,
In an operational capacity, the Exchange Service fills the following
functions:
1, Maintains a general ledger and prepares annual profit and loss
statements for the entire system of Marine Corps exchanges from postings supplied
by the exchanges. This is a duplication of accounting at local exchanges for
purposes of information for Headquarters Marine Corps,
^^Ibid., para. 1450.1.
•^%arine Corps Manual , para, 2066,5.
^





2, Procures standard blank forms and office supplies for exchanges.
These items are financed from the Exchange Fund,
3. Administers loans to Marine Corps exchanges from the Exchange Fund,
U, Procures requirements of overseas exchanges for merchandise origin-
ating in the United States.
The Marine Corps Exchange Fund is supported by an assessment on the
exchanges of 1^% of net sales of laerchandise and certain services. This assess-
ment is treated as an expense by exchangee in determining profit, •^7
Marine Corps Recreation Funds
The Marine Corps has three types of recreation funds: local funds,
eonmand funds, and the Central Marine Corps Recreation Fund,^^
Local recreation funds receive the profits of Marine Corps exchanges
directly. They carry most of the burden of the Marine Corps recreation program,
ISieir operation is much the same as the installation welfare funds of the Army,
the base welfare funds of the Air Force, and the unit or composite recreation
funds of the Navy,
As in the other services, commanders of Marine Corps installations or
units with local recreation funds have a fairly wide latitude in using recreation
funds. Quarterly, each local recreation fund makes a report to Headqiiarters
Marine Corps which consists of a reconciliation of cash accounts, a balance
sheet, and an income statement .^9 <jj^g ^^ ^jje only instrument for financial
^^Ibid.
^^ibid., para. 1253.
^nJ.S., Marine Corps, Marine Corps Special Services Manual
. Headquarters
Onited States Marine Corps, March 14, 1961, para. 2200.02.
^"^Ibid., para. 2600 and 2602.
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control between the local recreation funds and Headquarters Marine Corps.
It is Marine Corps policy that activities that can produce profit and
are operated for that purpose will come under the exchange. Recreation activities
such as motion picture theaters, golf courses, bowling alleys, hostess houses may
impose a charge on their patrons, but receipts frcsa these activities should be
used only to cover a portion of the cost of operation rather than bring addi-
tional revenue into the recreation fund.^O
Marine Corps activities participate in the same motion picture programs
as the Navy, In the United States, motion pictures may be free of admission or
they may produce limited revenue. The Marine Corps limits admission which may
be charged to 10^, or 15^ in special cases with the approval of the Commandant
of the Marine Corps. '^•^
Marine Corps regulations permit command recreation funds only at two
major commands: Fleet Marine Force, Pacific and Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic,
These funds are supported on a budgeted basis frcan the Central Marine Corps
Recreation Fund, Their purpose is to administer major ccMamand recreation pro-
grams which supplement local programs.^^
The Central Marine Corps Recreation Fund is administered by the staff
of Headquarters Marine Corps for the Commandant of the Marine Corps. It receives
its funds from the Marine Corps Exchange Fund based on a budget approved by a
board acting for the Commandant of the Marine Corps, ^^ This fund fills a number
20interview with Major R, J, Randolph, USMC, Special Services Branch,
Personnel Department, Headquarters United States Marine Corps, April 16, 1963
•





^arine Corps Manual , para. 7010,5; and Marine Corps Exchange Manual ,
para. 1104 and 1151.
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of functions, the most important of which followi
1, provides financial assistance to other recreation funds in the form
of loans or grants,
2, maintains a reserve of ftinds to provide a nucleus of money to form
new recreation funds in deploying ccanbatant xinits,
3, maintains a reserve of funds to finance construction of athletic
and recreation facilities when appropriated and local nonappropriated funds are
not available,
4* supports recreation programs at certain small units which do not
have exchanges to support them, and
5, supports certain Marine Corps-wide athletic and recreation pro-
grams,^4
Central Marine Corps Recreation Fund monies are invested in savings ac-
counts and Federal Government securities Just as in comparable funds in the Army,
Air Force and Navy, Income from these investments is probably negligible since
the total assets of the fund on January 31^ 19^3 were only $1.35 million,^^
Summary
Figure 3 Illustrates the flow of profits and the financial relationships
among major Marine Corps nonappropriated fund activities.
The Marine Corps system for profit in nonappropriated fund activities is
highly decentralized. More accurately, it mi^t be said that control of these
activities was never centralized when the other services centralized during and
^Marine Corps Special Services Manual , para. 22(X); and interview with
Major H. J, Randolph, USMC, March 1, 1963.







subsequent to World War II • This leaves the control of profits in the hands of
the conmander who is concerned with both their production and consiunption.
Marine Corps exchanges do not attempt to have uniformity of selling
prices • The recreation funds receive support directly from the local exchange.
There is no attempt to equalize the distribution of profits among local funds
though provision is made to support recreation funds that do not have a source




Hhe profit systems of military nonappropriated fund activities begin
with activities that sell goods and services to military personnel, and in the
process receive revenue above cost. The profit thus created is distributed to
welfare and recreation activities where it is used in programs for the general
good of military personnel.
The chief differences among the systems of the various services lie in
the follovring areas:
1. The important decision making powers that influence the size of
profit in the profit producing activities, e.g., source of merchandise, size
of inventory, retail prices, and retention of eannings, aire vested in different
levels of authority in different systems.
2. !nie methods of accusnalating and distributing profits to the final
profit consuming activities differ among the systems.
The Army and Air Force share the same profit producing activities. Hie
Important decision making characteristics as to profit are vested in highly
centralized bodies at the departmental level. This structure is necessary to
fulfill the objectives of uniform prices, uniform levels of service, and inte-




adntinistrative structures are integrated financially so that profits are deter-
alned on a syBtem basis,
Die profit o<m8uming systems of the Anay and Air Force are so much alike
that they can be discussed generally as if they were one. The two systems share
in profits from their cGcimon sources on a pro rata personnel strength basis*
Profits are held at the departmental level where they are invested and subse-
quently distributed periodically to lower level activities on a unifoxtn per
capita basis.
Lower level commanders in the Arsiy and Air Force are technically re-
sponsible for profits at some local profit producing activities (exchangee). It
is difficult to see how they can be held to a substantial degree of responsi-
bility >^en they are not given authority over the important factors that influ-
ence profit. From this standpoint, it would seem that the Anqy and Air Force
•ystea is open to criticism. Also, Army and Air Force ecnmanders are responsible
for the effectiveness of the welfare i»*ogram8 operated by the local profit con-
suming activities, but they have little control over the input of resources which
support them. This is not a serious inccnisistenoy, however, for it conforms to
the general pattern of funding in the Federal Govemrasnt. In all other respects,
the profit systems of the Amgr and Air Force seem to meet worthy objectives of
uniformity in prices and services, and unifoxv distribution of profits. ^Hiese
objectives |»»obably are in the public interest.
One characteristic of the Arqy and Air Force system which is not present
in such a hi^ degree in the other searvices is the facility for accumulating
funds at a central pint for gainful investment. This characteristic is desirable




ThB Marine Corps profit aystfwn in nonappropriated fimd activities lie*
at the other end of the speetrum from tlM Arsiy and Air Force eystea. Marine
Corps profit producing activities are essentially locally operated businesses*
Control from the departmental level is in the form of broad guidelines. The
l]i^}ortant factors influencing profit are under the control of the local com-
ander. Profits are transferred directly from the profit pai'oducer to the profit
oonsun^r at the local level, where both activities are the responsibility of the
loeal ooiqmander. Keeping responsibility and authority closely aligned in this
manner is undoubtedly a desirable characteristic.
The Marine Corps system is strong where the Army and Air Force system
is weak — in the alignnwnt of authority with responsibility; however, the
Marine Corps is weak where the Amy and Air Force are strong. Assuming that
uniformity in prices, service, and profits are desirable and in the public
interest, the Marine Corps is open to criticism. Though there is no evidence
that this is a serious problem in the Marine Corps, undoubtedly there are vari-
ations in prices, service, and recreational facilities between different K&rine
Corps installations due to differences in policy at local cosmsands. It is not
evident whether there az*e serious deficiencies in recreation programs where
profit producing activities are small or inefficient. There is machinery to
reiriforce recreation programs on a small scale, but the system is not designed
to produce equal benefit from profits throughout the Marine Corps.
The Marine Corps can be criticised in one other respect. It fails to
provide a centralised depository for idle funds to insure their efficient in-
vestment and thus maximise revenue to recreation programs.
The Navy profit system in nonappropriated fund activities lies somevAere
between the knay and Air Force system and the Marine Corps system. It has
CA
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elements that resenible portions of both these systems.
The Navy has tvo essentially different profit producing aotivitleSf the
exchanges and ship's stores. Navy exchanges most nearly renenble the profit
producing activities of the Arnjy and Air Force in that there is a high degree of
centralization of important decision making power which influences the siae of
profit. In ship's stores, there is a lesser degree of this concentration, the
ship's contnander having the authority to influence profit in at least one
inportant respect. The important difference between these activities is in the
control over the establishment of retail prices. Navy exchanges inust conform
to established prices or prescribed formulas, whereas ship's stores raay set their
own prices so that their operations come within liberal over-all profit lini-
tatlons
.
The profit producing portion of the Mavy system seems incongruous when
It is matched with the profit consuoing portion. Ihe profits of Navy exchanges
and ship's stores flow directly back to the counterpart profit consundng activ-
ities at the location of the exchange or ship's store without the leveling of
per capita distribution as in the Anny and Air Force. Thus, a Navy coraaander
is faced with receiving income for his recreation fund based upon the profits
of an activity (especially exchanges) over which he has little real control.
The Kavy system elms at uniform prices and services in its exchanges, but aban-
dons this line of reasoning in distributing profits directly back to the instal-
lation which created them.
The objective of uniform prices and service in profit producing activ-
ities is probably in the public interest, but in the Navy's case this has not
been matched with the uniform distribution of profit. This incongruity leaves
the Navy open to Botae of the same criticism that can be leveled at the Marine
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Corpa. A0 In th« ease of the Marine Corps, the Navy has the capability to reaedy
inequalities in profit distribution on an ^ hoc basis through grants and loans
iron its central recreation fund.
The Navy can also be criticised for separating the authority over
revenue from the responsibility of applying jarofit^ to a recreation prograj&.
In this respect, it is noteworthy that the Navy does not charge the local cosbh
Bander idth responsibility for profits in exchanges as does the knssr and Air
Force. Of course, the dicparity between authority and responsibility is less-
ened in the case of ship's stores where coisBianders have a greater degree of
control over profits than with exchanges.
The Navy may be criticised, Just as the Marine Corps, in failing to
provide a central fund idiere idle resources may be invested with isaxiffiua effi-
ciency.
This paper has described the three profit systene of nonappropriated
fund activities which exist in the Armed Forces, the basic question as to which
of these systems is best reaains unanswered because each service operates in a
loanner that makes it difficult to compare its system with the others. Despite
these differences in operation and the differing philosophies which sews to be
behind them, there is a remarkable similarity in the services which the profit
system activities provide. The casual observer going fro© and Anny post to a
Karine Corps installetion, for example, probably would never suspect that the
Marine Corps exchange is essentially a local businesr am} the local recreation
fund is supported entirely by the exehan^.
The profit systems furnish essential goods and eervicee to military
personnel and in the process make annual profits of about $100 million.^ These
^ArBQT and Air Force Exchange Service, $65 million; Navy exchanges, $21
aillion; Marine Corps exchanges, $U.B million; ship's stores, $5.3 million; Aray
and Air Force Motion Picture Service $5 million (estimated). From figures
stated in previous chapters.
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profits are used to support programs which would hare to be supported in large
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